2005 ford f150 xl

A class leader when it comes to ride and handling, the F is dragged down by its excessive
weight and lack of key safety features. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the F View Photos. Write a review See all 8 reviews. Full of surprises but still a truck. This
is my 7th Ford truck in 36 years. I was in the market for the F- Super Crew with the Lariat
package. When I saw this truck and the price, I changed my mind on the spot. This is the first
new truck I have purchased that did not have all the "bells and whistles. I am pleasantly
surprised at how comfortable the ride is. The vinyl captains chairs provide plenty of passenger
room and the storage space behind the seat is surprisingly large. I was also surprised at the
maximum load capacity. This extra carrying and towing capacity is great. This is the best value
truck I have ever purchased regardless of price. Read more. Read less. I bought this truck a
couple years after buying my house. Needed something to make those trips to home Depot. As
usual, the occasional need arises to ask the truck to do more than expected. And with the 4. The
chassis build was never a concern. Honestly, the sluggish feel from the V6 doesn't fully
demonstrate it's full potential under load. It actually starts to behave like the famous ci in-line
six. I was quite surprised when I hooked up my new 27' travel trailer, and was reaching for the
overdrive button at highway speeds. Have towed a 66 Mustang on a Uhaul trailer, and ' of stone
in the box. Not one problem. I purchased this truck new and have been very impressed. This
truck with the 5 speed is very peppy for having a 4. It has also performed just fine while towing
other cars and pulling loaded trailers. On average I get about 22 MPG on the interstate and
could not be any happier with it. First truck, and loving it! I purchased this truck because I love
trucks, and more specifically, Ford trucks. However it is my first one. I have not been
disappointed for the most part. Reliability has been great, and I get complements everywhere I
go. A manual transmission was one of my top priorities, so I opted for the small, V6 engine. As
can be expected, it is no rocket, however, with the manual tranny, it feels pretty torquey off the
line. I have regularly hauled full bedloads of stuff, with not problem, and on several occasions
towed a bass boat. It takes everything in stride with no problems. On long trips, even with a full
bed and AC going full blast, I have received as high as Write a review. Feels sluggish even with
larger V8, no available side airbags, not much interior storage space. New packages this year
include a Work Truck Group with argent bumpers and a vinyl bench seat, and a King Ranch
Group with exclusive interior and exterior trim. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Everyone was great to work with, would definitely recommend
everyone to check them out! Virginia was outstandingly helpful! I live miles away and she sent
me well done videos of the car and answered all my questions! She was polite yet enthusiastic
about the fun Camaro I was interested in. I highly recommend Virginia as your contact at
Veracity Motors! These folks were upfront, honest, and quick to respond to my questions. I
ended up going a different route based on distance. I bought a cash from this scoundrels
dealership. Their customer service is horrible! They lied about everything, from their advertising
to delivering my title, which I am still waiting on nearly two months after purchase. They even
refused to extend my 30 day temp tag even though DMV suggested it. These people are
pathetic! Complete misrepresentation of vehicle. Had more miles, many paint scrapes,
scratches. Paint also bubbled up around fender wells. Tires barely pass inspection, would need
replaced. Victoria has been very up front on everything. She took video of the truck and sent it
to me, answered all of my questions, and explained the process of inspection in her state so I
know what is required. I will be picking up the vehicle this Saturday and hope the everything is
as transparent and easy going as Victoria has been. I bought my car here. Anthony was so
great. He showed me cars with the same price and I was able to find myself a car. A timely and
thorough response to questions I asked about one of their vehicles online. Very great
experience overall! Quik follow up, knowledgeable and helpful. Very satisfied with my purchase
everything about the car was kept very immaculate from engine bay to trunk. I'd definitely check
them out very good deals. The dealer had my phone number but only contacted me by email
once about the minivan. They were kind, patient and knowledgeable. It went nice and smooth
especially since I was already prepared with a pre approval The dealer was friendly and helpful.
I had an excellent experience with him. He answered my questions and offered a time for
meeting. He contacted me a few days later. I responded to him that my wife and I reconsidered
the model, age and cost we wanted, and finally decided on another car. The Honda Civic was my
suggestion since it was to replace an older Civic. Very helpful with answering all my questions
about a vehicle that I was wanting to buy! I found out the Jeep I wanted had salvaged title I
asked about it they denied it after my own search it was wrecked twice and indeed had a
salvaged title. Daniel reached out to me immediately, answered all my questions. My experience
at Jerry Damson Ford was amazing! Damon Kimbrough was my salesman and he took
outstanding care of me. Damon made the process go as smooth as possible! I look forward to
doing business with Jerry Damson Ford again in the future! Got started on my paper work and

my credit score and didn't hear back from till the next Monday when I already bought a truck. So
I was a wait of time and of my credit. Cause they ran my credit and wait 4 days for them to get
ahold me. Seems cause my credit wasn't good enough to get called back asap. But I did have a
co signer with over score. There loss. Very nice people they got in contact with me right away
on the phone they just didn't have what I needed at that time. The salesman Dan contacted me
first thing the next morning. I was very pleased with his knowledge and kindness. They were
vigilant about contacting me and looking for the vehicle I needed. The one Sienna they had was
too high cost for me and I found one elsewhere. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I
have always liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment
package. This is my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very
nice vehicles, but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very
comfortable ride especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck.
Expensive, but arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The
option of a V8 or a V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty
of power also. Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford F in Houston TX 2
listings. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1jz wiring diagram
nissan versa stereo upgrade
heater core 2001 dodge ram 1500
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

